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ABSTRACT 

Differential cross. sections in the t-range between 0. 02 and 

1.5 GeV2 have been measured for the elastic scattering of particles 

and antiparticle s on protons at G. 4, 10.4 and 14 GeV for K*p and 

10.4: GeV for 7r*p and p*p. Large statistics have been achieved. and 

systematic uncertainties have been mini.mized. The relative sys- 

tematic uncertainty between particle and antiparticle data is less than 

0.5%. Accurate measurements of the position of the first crossover 

between particle and antiparticle different:&1 cross sections have been 

performed. As the energy increases from 6.4 to 14 GeV the K”p 

crossover moves to smaller values by 0.010 GeV2 with a statistical 

error of 0.006 GeV2 and a systematic uncertainty of 0.005 GeV2. 

The crossover positions at 10.4 GeV for ?r’, K* and p* scale approxi- 

mstely with the interaction radii.. 
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In this letter we present new results on the differential cross sections for 

elastic scattering on protons of K* at G. 4, 10.4 and 14 GeV, and r* and p* at 

10.4 GeV. These data were obtained using a wire spark chamber spectrometer 

system and co-mprise altogether about 2 x lo6 events. A particular emphasis 

was placed on precise compa.risons of the particle an.d antiparticle scattering 

and to that effect a relative normalization uncertainty of less than 0.5% has been 

achieved. 

The goals of this exper+mental program were two-fold: (a) to provide 

accurate data on ihe logarithmic slopes of the elastic differential cross sections 

in an energy region where both the Reb, vue and diffractive contri.butions are ’ 

important [I], and (b) to study the C= -1 exchanges and isolate in a clean way the 

imaginary part of the helicity nonflip amplitude through precise measurement 

of the difference between particle and antiparticle cross sections. The extrac- 

tion of the C--l amplitudes from these data is presented in the following Letter [Z]. 

The experiment was performed at SLAC in an rf-separated secondary beam 

with a purity of typically 90%. The schematic layout of the apparatus [3] is 

shown in fig. 1. The trigger required one beam particle labelled with two 

Cerenkov counters and only one forward particle scattered a-t an angle larger 

than 7 mr. &lultigxrticle events were suppressed by veto counters Jaced against 

the inside surfaces of the magnet gap. Beam particle directions were measured 

with counter hodoscopes and proportional chambers. The forward spectrometer 

used proport.iona.1. chambers s magnctost.rictive-readout wire spark chambers, 

picket-fence hodoscopes and a ben.ding magnst with 17.5 kG-m, A large aper- 

ture Cerenkov counter u.sing Freon 12 was used in anticoincidence for the K’ 

measurements to provide a si~bstimt~.i:~1 suppression of the triggers from 

I~& .f 0 -* p*v , 7r’n decays. A steel-scintilla.tor telescope was used for further /J, 
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identification behind the spectrometer. K decays collected below p, 7r Cerenkov 

threshold were very useful for calibration and monitoring purposes. Spark 

chambers placed parallel to the 1 meter-long liquid hydrogen target detected 

recoil protons for It I > 0.07 GeV’ and permitted the reconstruction of three- 

constraint elastic events which were very important in providing a direct mcas- 

urement of the shape of the missing mass resolution function and a check of the 

inelastic background subtraction. 

The angular resolution ?vas 1 mr and the missing mass resolution had a 

standard deviation of respectively 50, 105 and 130 MeV at beam momentum of 

6.4, 10.4 and 14 GeV. 

Elastic events were identified using the missing mass (M) distributions. 

Detailed fits of the M2 spectra, as a function of momentum transfer t, were 

performed usin0 0‘ the resolution function as determined from constrained elastic 

events (with recoil proton). The inelastic background, within the M2 cuts, was 

typical1.y 1 to 2% and could be reliably subtracted out. The final el.astic scatter- 

ing sample is shown in Table 1 for all the reactions and energies measured in 

this experiment. 

The acceptance of the spectrometer was determined largely by the magnet 

aperture. Full azimuthal coverage was provided for momentum transfer less 

than 0.13, 0.25, 0.45 GeV2 at f; 0 4, 10.4 and 14 GeV respectively. Since the 

beam passed through the spectrometer we desensitized the spark chambers in 

small areas around the beam and left holes of similar size in the trigger hodo- 
i 

scopes. The effect of the deadened regions on the small t acceptance was 

accounted for in the Monte Carl.0 acceptance program. The Monte Car lo program 

made use of a continuously meWL ‘9 sured samp!e of actual. beam tracks as input and 

allowed for the PO,,, c+bi!ity of sp:: tia.llSi-dcl~~L7cient apparatus efficiea cy factors. . 
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The spectrom.eter efficiencies were measured directly from the data using the 

‘con.strai.ned ela.stic events which permitted a determination of the sum of hard- 

ware and software losses in a very reliable fashi.on. The efficiency calculations 

were performed for each hour-long run maliin g it possible to monitor the sta- 

bility of the data in a continuous way. Corrections for decays in flight and 

nuclear absorption were also included in the Monte Carlo acceptance program. 

The differential cross sections have been corrected for the effects of double * 

scattering and Coulomb interference. The correction for double nuclear scat- 

tering is straightforward and 1 ‘s only si,gficant for the pp and pp dak. As for 

the Coulomb interference our data extend down to t= i. 005 GeV2: thus providing 

a measurement [4] of the ratio, of, between real and imaginary parts of the nucl.ear 

scattering amp1itud.e at t=O. We used these real part values at 10.4 and 14 GeV 

for K*p to correct the measured data for It I > 0.02 GeV2 while for the other 

cases we used the dispersion relation values [5]. 

Great care has been taken in this experiment to minimize the systematic 

uncertainties between the particle and antiparticle data. At each energy the 

data-taking was split into several cycles with alternating beam polarities so that 

long-term drifts in the apparatus could be monitored an-d cancelled.. Beam fluxes 

for both polarities were kept as close as possible to avoid large rate corrections 

and the instantaneous rates and accidentals were carefully monitored and 

recorded. This information was used to compute t.he small rate corrections. 

The data have been corrected for the following effects and the uncertainties in 

these corrections have been carefully stucdied: inela.stic background subtraction, 

monitoring of hydrogen density, monitoring of a11 efficiencies including recon- 

structioi:~ and -nuclear ;O~sorptio21. in -the target and the spectrometer. The lr?tkr 

effect can be st2~aighGForwardIy caicuiated while we have the ~~ectzssa~y data to 
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evaluate the other effects, Adding all these uncorrelsted uncertainties in quad- 

rature we evaluate the relative particle-antiparticle normalization uneertaj.nty 1___1- 

to be less than 0 5% * . 

The absolute normalization, on the other hand, is known only to an accuracy 

of about 5%. Since OUT data extend into the Coulomb region and since precise 

total cross sections measurements [6] exist in our energy range we have chosen 

to normalize our differential cross sections for each JX& of particles jointly to 

the corresponding optical points corrected with our own real part measurements. 

Using this procedure we can quote an absolute normalization uncertainty of 

typidally 2%, limited by the accuracy on total cross sections and real parts 

measurements. Since we have normal.ized our cross sections in pairs we have 

retained their intrinsic 0.5% relative uncertainty, 

The measured differential cross sections are shown in figs. 2 and 3. They 

disp!ay the qualitative features of lower energies but with a smal.ler difference 

between partic1.e and antiparticle cross sections. Each pair of cross sections 

exhibit two crossovers: the first crossover near t= -0.2 GeV’ is very clear and 

accurately measured. The second crossover is seen and moves between -1.0 

and -1. 3 CkV2 for the different reactions studied. The large statistics and the 

good systematic understandinb v of the da’ia. allow an accurate study of the loga- 

rtihmic slopes totbe performed [I]. 

From the data of this experiment we can extract the precise location of the 

crossover point between part<& X’ and antiparticle X- cross sections. The 

relationship bet>veen this rrra~~” crossover point and the zero structure of the 

underlying amplitudes i s discussed in detail in the followj.ng Letter [2]. To 

measure the cross0ve.r point tc, we fit the difference of th.e IX* differential cross 

sections over a small t interval around t= -0 e 2 GeV’~ Ey restricting the fj.t to 
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9 
small intervals within the range -0. 1 to -0. 35 GeV”, we achieved stable re- 

suits with the parametrization 

g F-P) - g (X’p) = A eBt sinh[C(t-tc)l 

corresponding to exponential behavior for the cross sections in the fit interval. 

We have separated the uncertainty in the determination of tc into a statistical 

error and a systematic error dominated by the relative normalization uncer- 

tainty. For a relative error ~ Z between $(xfp) we expect a systematic shift 

6tc = dcr o(B- - B+) 

where Brt are the logarithmic slopes for g&p) at the crossover point. The 

results of our determinations are shown in table 2. 

There is a slight energy dependence of the “raw” crossover point in K.&p 

s tatter ing : as the energy increases from 6 to 14 GeV, the crossover appears 

to move to smaller t-values. The variation amounts to 0.010 GeV2, where the 

statistical error is 0.006 C&V2 and the systematic uncertainty is 0.005 GeV2. 

These results are of course consistent with no energy dependence but imply that 

a trend to larger t values is unlikely. This behavior appears to be in slight 

contradiction to the trend observed at l.owvcr energies [7]. However we believe 

there is probably no disagreement since dynamical effects, which are important 

at low energies and which cause shifts in the crossover position, have to be 

taken into account in any discussion of the crossover phenomenon [2]. 

In general the ri.p crossover is difficult+to measure because of the small 
-I- 

slope difference between n-p and ‘in p differential cross sections. In this experi- 

ment the r*p crossover point is accurately measured for the first time and is 

seen to be close to the lip value. On the other hand the pi-p crossover occurs 

at a sv.bsts:iti.all;y srnalier t-value, rcfl.ectiag the larger interaction radius ~ 
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TABLE 1 

Summary of the data taken in this experiment. 

Reaction Momentum t r awe 
(GeV) (GeV%) 

Number of elastic 
events/beam polarity 

.- 

K’p 6.4 ,03 - .4 55,000 

K*p 10.4 .02 - 1.5 150,000 

Kf p 1.4 - .02 - 1.5 250,000 

T*P 10.4 . 02 - 1.0 300,000 

P?? 10.4 .02 - 1:5 185,000 
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TABLE 2 

The measmed c~‘ossover positions as obtained from a fit to the difference 

between particle and antiParticle differential cross sections. 

Reaction Momentum t range used 
% 

4 *t c 
(GeV) in the fit statistic systematic 

6 6.4 .l - .35 .219 .005 .002 

K&p 10.4 .l - - ati 94 .211 * 004 . 0025 

K&p 14 .l - .34 ,209 .004 .003 

TAP 10.4 .04 - .40 ; 231 .007 .005 

P&P 10.4 .08 - .21 ,146 .002 . 0015 
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Figure Captions 

1. Layout of the experimental setup. Scintillator hodoscopes and proportiona. 

chambers are labelled Iii and PCi, respective1.y. 

2. The differential cross sections for K*p -K*p at 6.4, 10.4 and 14 GeV. 

3. The differential cross sections for 7r’p - l;‘p and p*p - p*p at 10.4 GeV. 
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